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Refer to and alter source

MEMORY
Write Read

Self referential (input and output is same thing)



Situated in time, with loops and branches, but not self-referential
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CODE MUSIC



CODE MUSIC
TIME SIGNATURE 1/4 NOTE 1/8 NOTE

1/2 NOTE

1/4 REST

Symbols for representing time



CODE MUSIC
LOOP DELIMITER SYMBOL

REPEAT SECOND 
SECTION, USE 
ALTERNATE 
ENDING SECOND 
TIME

REPEAT FIRST SECTION ONCE

Symbols for structuring execution



CODE MUSIC
Simple outline can be decoded in sophisticated way by 
specially-trained agents aka ‘musicians’





https://www.reedmaxson.com/graphic-scores.html

https://www.reedmaxson.com/graphic-scores.html


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HilGthRhwP8


Rite of Spring Score, Igor Stravinsky



La Cachucha, by Friedrich Albert Zorn (wikipedia)



https://www.moma.org/explore/inside_out/2012/12/21/exhibiting-
fluxus-keeping-score-in-tokyo-1955-1970-a-new-avant-garde/

https://www.moma.org/explore/inside_out/2012/12/21/exhibiting-fluxus-keeping-score-in-tokyo-1955-1970-a-new-avant-garde/
https://www.moma.org/explore/inside_out/2012/12/21/exhibiting-fluxus-keeping-score-in-tokyo-1955-1970-a-new-avant-garde/




Score of Ice Spirits, Meredith Monk





“A computer is a clock with benefits. 
They all work the same, doing second-
grade math, one step at a time: Tick, 
take a number and put it in box one. 
Tick, take another number, put it in 
box two. Tick, operate (an operation 
might be addition or subtraction) on 
those two numbers and put the 
resulting number in box one. Tick, 
check if the result is zero, and if it is, 
go to some other box and follow a new 
set of instructions.”









ONSEMI A037L 707.35MHZ VCXO



ARDUINO PROCESSING P5JS

“TIC
K”



P5JS

“TIC
K”



Smoothly transition a variable from one value to another in a set time
EASING

Schedule code for execution in the future
TIMELINES

Use physics or other rules to determine next frame for one or more objects.
SIMULATION



EASING



ROBERT 
PENNER

Robert Penner’s 
Programming Macromedia 
Flash (2002)



https://easings.net/en

ROBERT 
PENNER

https://easings.net/en
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Smoothly transition a variable from one value to another in a set timeEASING
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https://easings.net/en

ROBERT 
PENNER

https://easings.net/en


ROBERT 
PENNER

Robert Penner’s 
Programming Macromedia 
Flash (2002)



https://greensock.com/ease-visualizer





SIMULATION



Use physics or other rules to determine next frame for one or more objects.SIMULATION

Craig Reynolds’ Boids (1986) Robert Hodgin’s (Flight 404)  
Magnetosphere, 2007



Initial Position

Initial Velocity

Constant Acceleration (Gravity)

T = 0



T = 1
Acceleration is sum of forces acting on particle 
Add acceleration to velocity 
Add velocity to position



T = 2



T = 3



T = 4…



http://roberthodgin.com/project/magnetosphere

Can be expanded to three 
dimensions, multiple particles, and 
attractive and repulsive forces. But 
the steps between frames will 
remain basic vector addition. 



https://github.com/flight404/Eyeo2012

Acceleration is sum of forces acting on particle 
Add acceleration to velocity 
Add velocity to position



“The physics of the simple vehicle model is based on 
forward Euler integration. At each simulation step, 
behaviorally determined steering forces (as limited 
by max_force) are applied to the vehicle’s point mass. This 
produces an acceleration equal to the steering force 
divided by the vehicle’s mass. That acceleration is added 
to the old velocity to produce a new velocity, which is 
then truncated by max_speed. Finally, the velocity is added 
to the old position:

    steering_force = truncate (steering_direction, 
max_force)
    acceleration = steering_force / mass
    velocity = truncate (velocity + acceleration, 
max_speed)
    position = position + velocity

The simple vehicle model maintains its velocity-aligned 
local space by incremental adjustment from the previous 
time step.”

https://www.red3d.com/cwr/steer/gdc99/

Acceleration is sum of forces acting on particle 
Add acceleration to velocity 
Add velocity to position

Steering Behaviors For Autonomous Characters 
Craig W. Reynolds



Pretty good source in-house




